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The James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) is NASA’s next Great Observatory, the scientific successor
to both the Hubble and Spitzer Space Telescopes. Its scientific equipment will include several cameras
to produce amazing images in the tradition of Hubble. JWST will see the first galaxies to form in the
universe, and explore how stars are born and develop planetary systems. It will examine planets around
other stars to investigate their potential for life, and study planets within our own Solar System. This
innovative telescope represents a major step forward in technology, with a segmented mirror three times
larger than Hubble that operates a million miles away in the cold, dark environment of Earth's Lagrange
2 point. Dr. Heidi B. Hammel is one of the six Interdisciplinary Scientists for this cutting-edge facility,
which is scheduled to launch in 2018. In this public lecture, Dr. Hammel will update you on the
telescope’s current status with images and videos. She will also give an update of JWST's anticipated
science: JWST’s potential for measuring water in the atmospheres of exoplanets, JWST's capacity to
detect the light of the first galaxies to form in the Universe, the ability of JWST to study the coldest
objects within our own Solar System, and much more.
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Bio: Heidi B. Hammel
Planetary astronomer Heidi Hammel -- a world authority on the planets Neptune and Uranus -- is known
for her many achievements probing the cosmos, often using the famous Hubble Space Telescope. In
4.....2014 Star Party
1994 when comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 crashed into Jupiter, Heidi was the leader of the team that analyzed
Calendar
images of the event taken with Hubble. She was also a member of the research group that first spotted
5.....The Great Nebula in Neptune's Great Dark Spot (a raging storm as big as Earth) with the Voyager spacecraft, and led a
Hubble team that later documented the Great Dark Spot's disappearance.
Orion
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Today she is involved in another milestone: helping to develop the next great
space observatory that will succeed Hubble -- the James Webb Space
Telescope, scheduled to be launched later in 2018. "As much as I love
Hubble, it’s time to build an even more sophisticated tool that will enable us
to see new things," says Dr. Hammel. "Webb will probe regions of the
cosmos that are simply not visible to Hubble," she explains. "It’s much bigger
and it will be tuned to wavelengths that Hubble can’t see. With Webb, we
have the potential to answer questions about the origins of just about
everything in the universe.”
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(Continued on page 2)

Everyone Welcome! Monday February 17th

Intro to Astrophotography Meeting Begins: 6:30 pm. OMSI Planetarium.
General Meeting 7:30 pm Location: OMSI Auditorium
RCA is a member of the
Astronomical League.
http://www.astroleague.org
First Quarter Moon
Feb 06
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Trout Lake Star Party photo above courtesy Michael Minnhaar
Moon photos below courtesy David Haworth
Full Moon
Feb 14

Last Quarter Moon
Feb 22

New Moon
Mar 01

She received her undergraduate degree from MIT in 1982 and her Ph.D. in physics and astronomy from the University of
Hawaii in 1988. After a post-doctoral position at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, she returned to MIT, where she spent nearly
nine years as a Principal Research Scientist. She then worked as a Senior Research Scientist and co-Director of Research at the
Space Science Institute until 2011. Dr. Hammel is now the Executive Vice President of the Association of Universities for
Research in Astronomy (AURA). AURA -- a consortium of 39 U.S. universities and institutions, as well as seven international
affiliates -- operates world-class astronomical observatories including Hubble, the National Optical Astronomy Observatory, the
National Solar Observatory, and the Gemini Observatory.
Dr. Hammel primarily studies planets. Her current research involves studies of Uranus and Neptune with Hubble, the Keck 10m telescope, and other Earth-based observatories. For the Planetary Decadal Survey released in 2011, Dr. Hammel led the Giant
Planets Panel; in that role, she was involved in designing and characterizing a number of mission studies for outer solar system
exploration.
Dr. Hammel has been widely recognized for her work. She was profiled by the New York Times in 2008[1], Newsweek
Magazine in 2007[2], and was identified as one of the 50 most important women in
science by Discover Magazine in 2002[3]. She was elected a Fellow of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science in 2000. In 1996, she received the Urey
Prize from the American Astronomical Society's Division for Planetary Sciences. Dr.
Hammel has also been lauded for her work in public outreach, including the 2002
Sagan Medal for outstanding communication by an active planetary scientist to the
general public, the 1996 "Spirit of American Women" National Award for encouraging
young women to follow non-traditional career paths, and the San Francisco
Exploratorium's 1998 Public Understanding of Science Award. Asteroid "1981 EC20"
has been renamed 3530 Hammel in her honor.
[1] http://www.nytimes.com/2008/09/02/science/02conv.html
[2] http://www.newsweek.com/id/70975
[3] http://discovermagazine.com/2002/nov/feat50

Special Interest Groups
Astro-Imaging Special Interest Group
When:

Wednesday, Mar 12th, 7pm

Youth Program

Location: Oak Hills Church,
2800 NW 153rd Ave, Beaverton

When:
New Classes Scheduled for 2014
Location: Kennedy School
See http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/youth/youthAA.htm
for more information or to sign up.

SIG Leader: Greg Marshall
Email: ai-sig@rosecityastronomers.org
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/astroimage.htm

Leader: Kathy Kornei
Email: youth@rosecityastronomers.org
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/youth.htm

Downtowners Lunch
When:
Location:

Friday, Mar 7th, Noon
McMenamin's, 1504 NE Broadway, Portland

SIG Leader: Margaret McCrea
Email: downtown-sig@rosecityastronomers.org
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/downtowners.htm

New Members/Introduction to Astronomy
When:
Location:
Topic:

SIG Leader: Howard Knytych
Email: newmembers@rosecityastronomers.org

Telescope Workshop
When:

Saturday, Feb 15th
10:00am - 3:00pm
Location:
Technical Marine Service, Inc.
6040 N. Cutter Circle on Swan Island-Portland
SIG Leader: John DeLacy
Assistant:
Don Peckham
Email: tw-sig@rosecityastronomers.org
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/tmw.htm
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Monday, Mar 17th, 6:30pm
OMSI Planetarium
Introduction to Astro-Imaging - Duncan Kitchin

Astrophysics / Cosmology SIG
When:

Wednesday, Feb 19th
7:00pm
Topic:
TBA
Presented by: TBA
Location:
8012 SE Raymond St., Portland, OR 97206
SIG Leaders: Viktors Berstis
Email: cosmology-sig@rosecityastronomers.org
www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/cosmology.htm
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RCA Board of Directors

Elected Officers

Name

Email Address

President

David Nemo

president

@ rosecityastronomers.org

Secretary

Duncan Kitchin

secretary

@ rosecityastronomers.org

Treasurer

Larry Godsey

treasurer

@ rosecityastronomers.org

media

@ rosecityastronomers.org

membership

@ rosecityastronomers.org

Steve Weiler

observing

@ rosecityastronomers.org

Jim Higgs

outreach

@ rosecityastronomers.org

Mark Martin

program

@ rosecityastronomers.org

VP Communications
VP Membership
VP Observing
VP Outreach and Education
VP Programming

Diana Fredlund
Ken Hose

Appointed Directors
Director, Dark Sky Preservation (IDA)
Director, Book Library (Books & Videos)
Director, New Members
Director, Newsletter (Rosette Gazette)
Director, Merchandise Sales (Merchandise Sales)

Name
Dawn Nilson
Jan Keiski
Howard Knytych
Scott Kindt
Craig Hlady

Email Address
ida

@ rosecityastronomers.org

library

@ rosecityastronomers.org

newmembers

@ rosecityastronomers.org

editor

@ rosecityastronomers.org

sales

@ rosecityastronomers.org

Director, Telescope Library (Telescope Library)

David Horne

telescope

@ rosecityastronomers.org

Director, Youth Program (RCA Youth Program)

Kathy Kornei

youth

@ rosecityastronomers.org

Other Contacts

Program / Project / Activity

Name

Email Address

Astronomical Imaging Special Interest Group

Greg Marshall

ai-sig

@ rosecityastronomers.org

Cosmology Special Interest Group

Viktors Berstis

cosmology-sig

@ rosecityastronomers.org

Margaret McCrea

downtown-sig

@ rosecityastronomers.org

Rusty Baumberger

haggart

@ rosecityastronomers.org

magazines

@ rosecityastronomers.org

sitefund

@ rosecityastronomers.org

Downtowners Lunch Special Interest Group
Haggart Observatory
Magazine Subscriptions (Discount Subscriptions)
Observing Site Fund (Site Fund)
Sister Clubs

Larry Godsey
David Nemo
Margaret McCrea

Starlight Parade Float

Sameer Ruiwale

Telescope Workshop

Sisterclub

@ rosecityastronomers.org

starlight

@ rosecityastronomers.org

John DeLacy
Don Peckham

tw-sig

@ rosecityastronomers.org

RCA Member Forum

Larry Godsey
David Nemo

admin

@ rosecityastronomers.org

Webmaster

Larry Godsey

webmaster

@ rosecityastronomers.org

alcor

@ rosecityastronomers.org

ALCOR (Astronomical League Coordinator)

Ken Hose

We are going to be starting an "Introduction to Astronomy" series of educational and instructional tutorials focused on basic
astronomy, equipment and observing skills, geared towards beginners wanting to learn the fundamentals of astronomical observing and imaging. Series will be every-other month (alternating with New Member Orientation) in the OMSI Planetarium 6:30 7:15 p.m. preceding General Membership Meeting (third Monday of month). Instructors will be RCA member-volunteers. Format will be interactive presentation and lots of time devoted to Q & A. The first tutorial "Introduction to Astro-Imaging" will be
on Feb. 17 @ 6:30 presented by Duncan Kitchin. Future topics will be based on feedback from New Member Orientation meetings and keeping our ears open to what new members and other beginners are asking about. Please let David Nemo or Howard
Knytych (above) of interest in any topic.
©Copyright 2014 The Rose City Astronomers. All Rights Reserved.
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RCA 2014 Star Party Calendar
These are the currently scheduled star parties for the June
Rose City Astronomers club for 2014. As always,
Jun 14 (Sat) Haggart Public Night
these are weather dependent. Star parties may be
Jun 21 (Sat) OMSI Summer Solstice SP
rescheduled or cancelled due to various factors. ReJun 27/28 (Fri-Sat) Maupin SP
schedules may be found here in the newsletter if
Jun 27 (Fri) Rooster Rock SP
enough advance notice is given. All updates will be
Jun 28 (Sat) Stub Stewart SP
posted to the online calendar and on the forum. Last
minute cancellations are handled through the forum July
and it’s email system. Directions for star party locaJul 12 (Sat) OMSI Lunar Viewing SP
tions can be found online as well.
Jul 18 (Fri) Haggart Public Night
Jul 19 (Sat) Stub Stewart SP /
January
RCA Summer Picnic
Jan 3 (Fri) Rooster Rock SP
Jul 25/26 (Fri-Sat) Trout Lake SP
Jan 4 (Sat) Haggart Public Night
Jan 24 (Fri) Rooster Rock SP
August
Jan 25 (Sat) Stub Stewart SP
Aug 12 (Sat) OMSI Perseid Meteor SP
Aug 16 (Sat) Haggart Public Night
February
Aug 19-24 Oregon Star Party
Feb 1 (Sat) Haggart Public Night
Aug 29/30 (Fri/Sat) Mt. St. Helens SP
Feb 28/Mar1 (Fri-Sat) Maupin SP
Feb 28 (Fri) Rooster Rock SP
September

March
Mar 1 (Sat) Stub Stewart SP
Mar 8 (Sat) Haggart Public Night
Mar 22 (Sat) OMSI Vernal Equinox SP
Mar 28/29 (Fri-Sat) Maupin SP
Mar 28 (Fri) Rooster Rock SP
Mar 29 (Sat) Stub Stewart SP

April
Apr 5 (Sat) Haggart Public Night
Apr 14 (Mon) OMSI Lunar Eclipse SP
Apr 19 (Sat) OMSI Planet Parade SP
Apr 25/26 (Fri-Sat) Camp Hancock
Apr 25 (Fri) Rooster Rock SP
Apr 26 (Sat) Stub Stewart SP

May
May 10 (Sat) OMSI Astronomy Day SP
May 17 (Sat) Haggart Public Night
May 23/24 (Fri-Sat) Maupin SP
May 23 (Fri) Rooster Rock SP
May 24 (Sat) Stub Stewart SP
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Sep 13 (Sat) Haggart Public Night
Sep 19/20 (Fri-Sat) Camp Hancock
Sep 20 (Sat) OMSI Autumnal Equinox SP
Sep 25-27 (Thu-Sat) Indian Trail Spring SP
Sep 26 (Fri) Rooster Rock SP
Sep 27 (Sat) Stub Stewart SP

October
Oct 08 (Sat) OMSI Total Lunar Eclipse SP
Oct 18 (Sat) Haggart Public Night
Oct 23 (Sat) OMSI Partial Solar Eclipse
Oct 24/25 (Fri-Sat) Maupin SP
Oct 24 (Fri) Rooster Rock SP
Oct 25 (Sat) Stub Stewart SP

November
Nov 15 (Sat) Haggart Public Night
Nov 21 (Fri) Rooster Rock SP
Nov 22 (Sat) Stub Stewart SP

December
Dec 13 (Sat) Haggart Public Night
Dec 19 (Fri) Rooster Rock SP
Dec 20 (Sat) Stub Stewart SP
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WINTER OBSERVING

The Great Nebula in Orion
Travel to the Hunter’s Sword for a fabulous look at the sky’s
most popular nebula.
By John W. Siple

A

mid-winter’s session at the telescope often involves long glances
at M42, the spectacular nebula that
inhabits Orion’s Sword. Known by every
beginner, it is the middle star in his blade,
appearing as a fuzzy spot to the unaided eye.
Designated by the Greek letter theta (θ), the
area, over one degree wide, is covered in
greenish and rose colored mist. Near its chaotic heart is a wonderful multiple star called
the Trapezium (θ1 Orionis). Four-fold in
small telescopes and binoculars, the individual stars range in brightness from fifth to
seventh magnitude. Bewitching
as it may seem, the deep-sky
terrain around this little trapezoid holds many more pleasant
visual surprises.
Most of the truly great discoveries in astronomy came
shortly after the invention of the
telescope. In 1610, Nicholas
Peiresc became the first person
to properly characterize M42.
Later on in that same century,
G. B. Hodierna and famed
Dutch
optician/horologist
Christiaan Huyghens both made
primitive sketches of the 2.9
magnitude nebula. Observations
in the following years mushroomed, making this legendary
wintertime showpiece a top
destination for newcomers and
experienced astronomers.
Messier’s drawing from 1771
accurately portrays the appearance through minor instruments.
Naturally, it has the Trapezium
along with the nebula’s filamentary extensions and infamous
dark intrusion or “Fish’s
Mouth.” John Herschel’s fine
rendition, made with a considerably larger 18-inch reflector,
echoes the viewing sentiment
through modern equipment. In
that black and white sketch,
delicate cobwebs of fossilized
light branch outward from a textured center.
Today’s Internet is overflowing with evocative drawings by skilled amateurs, and offers

a vast database of beautiful photographic
images and plates.
There are many ways of reading M42’s
appearance, but all are aperture dependent.
Large telescopes show a wealth of intricate
detail. Mottling, a distinctive pinkish or red
color, and numerous eddies and rifts characterize the diffuse nebula. Patrick Moore, in
his book The New Atlas of the Universe,
displays a wonderfully complex picture taken by the Anglo-Australian Telescope. Others, including John Mallas (The Messier
Album) who used a classic 4-inch Unitron re-

Greg Marshall’s exceptional image of M42
shows the nebula’s complexity. South is up and
east to the right in this view.
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fractor for his observations, suggest a plain
greenish-gray ring structure, bounded by
great luminous bands or winged arcs. Individuals with a more creative imagination see
the feathery nebula as a kind of celestial bat,
cupped hand or incandescent rose.
One of the most telling descriptions comes
from 19th century master observer George P.
Bond, who wrote: “It is now impossible to
see in it any other aspect than as a maze of
radiating, spiral-like wreaths of nebulosity,
or filamentous tentacles; the centre of the
vortex being about the trapezium.”
According to the distance
measurements provided by scientists, M42 lies roughly 1,300
light-years away. Its forceful
stellar wind has carved out a
deep cavity some 30 light-years
across in the Orion Complex, a
huge molecular cloud that engulfs virtually the entire region.
The strong ultraviolet radiation
from hot newborn stars in the
Trapezium has caused the surrounding gas to fluoresce, imparting the familiar colors seen
through the telescope. A maelstrom of primordial hydrogen —
star stuff — gives substance to
M42. Enough of this rarified element exists to form over 10,000
future suns like our own. However, the greenish tinge owes its
origin to doubly ionized oxygen,
a minor but telltale constituent
scattered throughout M42’s cottony domain.
Of all the winter’s emission
nebulae, it undoubtedly has the
finest center or core, which John
Herschel referred to as “the
breaking up of a mackerel sky.”
Appearing as a fabulous vortex
of patterned swirls and nebulous
loops, the “Huyghenian Region”
also contains a long protrusion of
black interstellar dust known as
the Fish’s Mouth.
Toward the southeast is Theta2, an easily
split telescopic double — through most any
instrument its two components form a quaint
Page 5

little straight line with the erratic variable
star V361.
By definition, M42 (NGC 1976) is the
fan-shaped glow that spreads southward
from Theta1. The outer ramparts eventually
curl against Iota (ι) Orionis, a lavish trio of
bluish-white and orange suns. Positioned at
the very bottom of the sword, it has 3rd and
7th magnitude components separated by 11";
another 11th-magnitude companion lies 50"
away. A disordered collection of stars are
strategically placed around Iota — the binaries 745 and 747 in Wilhelm Struve’s catalog
are the most noticeable. Although enjoying
strong competition from the Trapezium, each
of these pairs is too pretty to ignore.
Struve 747 (Σ747), just to the southwest of
Iota, is perhaps the most inviting. The twosun system, with 4.7 and 5.5 magnitude
members spaced 36" apart, is wide enough to
be resolved in binoculars. Σ745 is a compromise in brightness. The magnitudes of
this still eye-catching duet are 8.4 and 8.7,
separation an easy 28".
Adorning the northern portion of the
grand emission nebula is Messier 43 (NGC
1982). An identifying 7th-magnitude star sits
close to its round, fuzzy heart. In appearance,
M43 differs significantly from its more famous neighbor: Unlike M42’s broad, if
bright, glow, M43 possesses a stubby, comma-shaped outline. A sinuous trough, vacant
of light, runs along its eastern border and
connects with the Fish’s Mouth. (In reality,
M43 is not an isolated cloudscape but an
appendage of the greater structure.)
A dramatic end to an evening’s tour is
found only a few short hops to the north.
Several of the remaining objects are familiar
to novices, like the maverick “Running
Man” reflection nebula (NGC 1977) and
equally figurative “Coal Car Cluster” (NGC
1981). These two cloaked treasures emphasize the continued blend of stars and iridescent dust throughout the sword region. NGC
1977, sparse in stellar membership but rich
in nebular material, is just ½° north of M43.
At 6th-magnitude, it can be chronicled as
three gleaming banks or ridges with a judicious sprinkling of 15 or so individual stars.
NGC 1981, located another 25' to the north
and at the sword’s hilt, is a loose gathering
of mainly bright stars enmeshed in a nondescript glow; the Y-shaped western portion of
the 28' diameter cluster contrasts nicely with
the tight arc of stars in its eastern half.
The Great Nebula in Orion is a timeless
paradise for visual observation and contemplation. Borrowing from a variety of sources,
it has been repeatedly described as “magnificent” and “the most remarkable nebula in the
heavens.” Whether using a small pair of
binoculars, dime store telescope or expensive
piece of equipment, it is a never-to-be forgotten sight, one that is returned to time and
again on clear winter nights.

In this scientifically balanced piece from 1852, Bindon
Stoney successfully captures the key features of the
Huyghenian Region. The famous multiple star Theta1,
at the center of the drawing, appears as a little trapezoid. The “Trapezium” has relatively bright components that are designated A through D. A dimmer fifth
star, called “E,” can be seen in a 90mm telescope.

The Orion Nebula’s flaming colors are completely
beyond the reach of ordinary telescopes unless
tested photographically.
Resembling a wild abstractive painting, the
image presented at right
is remarkably structured
and, at the same time,
astronomically
elegant.
Polychromatic clouds of
ionized gas, attributed to
lighter elements such as
hydrogen, account for its
surrealistic appearance.
Courtesy of M. Robberto / NASA / ESA / STScI / Hubble Space Telescope Orion Treasury Project

Etienne Leopold Trouvelot (1827-95) was a marvelous artist and staff astronomer at Harvard
College Observatory. Many of his enduring paper drawings were made through the college’s
large 15-inch Mertz refractor. His impression of M42’s nebulous environment is displayed below,
which dates from the 1870s. Aside from its inherent accuracy, Trouvelot’s detailed drawing has
been an inspiration for future generations of stargazers and sketch artists.
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AstroShort

A Black Hole is Born—and Caught in the Act!
The moment photons began arriving at Earth shortly after midnight New Mexico time on Saturday, April
27, 2013, from the spectacular suicide of a massive
star and resultant birth of a black hole, cameras began
clicking on telescopes both on the ground and in
space. Exultant astronomers worldwide captured data
at visible, X-ray, gamma-ray, and radio wavelengths
from telescopes both on the ground and in space.
Three independent RAPTOR (Rapid Telescopes
for Optical Response) full-sky monitoring telescopes—two in New Mexico and one in Hawaii—
caught an optical flash that within seconds brightened
up to a peak of 7th magnitude (yes, bright enough to
have been seen in an amateur astronomer’s telescope
had it been pointed north of the triangle in the constellation Leo), and then faded over the next minute and a
half to below 10th
magnitude. Simultaneously, the Gamma
Ray Burst Monitor
(GBM) on the Fermi satellite, the
Burst Alert Telescope (BAT) on the
Swift satellite, and a
veritable armada of
Los Alamos National Laboratory
other instruments
astrophysicist Tom Vestrand poses caught the cataclyswith the fast-slew array of telemic stellar exploscopes for RAPTOR (RAPid Telesion in the act, as
scopes for Optical Response) system. RAPTOR is an intelligent visu- did radio telescopes
around the world.
al system that scans the skies for
Even more unuoptical anomalies and zeroes in on
sual, the explosion
them when it detects them. This
unique capability allowed astrono- left an afterglow
mers to witness the birth of a black across the electrohole in the constellation Leo.
magnetic spectrum
Credit: Los Alamos National Laboratory
that persisted for
weeks following the initial burst. Now, a host of papers in the January 3, 2014, issue of Science magazine
reveal in detail just what happened.

tored by Swift, which are from galaxies that are now
more than 17 billion light years away from us (thanks
to the faster-than-light expansion of the distant universe according to General Relativity). But partly it
was so bright because of the explosion’s intrinsic
power: it released 1054 ergs of energy in all directions,
making GRB 130427A one of the most powerful gamma-ray bursts ever detected.
The comparatively long life of the gamma-ray
burst points to the death of a star perhaps 25 to 30
times more massive than the Sun, whose internal core
of iron abruptly collapsed in on itself, creating a highly magnetized neutron star or black hole. Somehow,
this fast-spinning, compact object launches a powerful
jet of particles traveling at nearly the speed of light
along its axis of rotation. Internal shockwaves within
this relativistic jet creates the initial burst of what is
called “prompt” emission spanning from optical to
gamma-ray wavelengths; in the case of GRB
130427A, the prompt emission lasted about 5 minutes.
Then, when the jet starts colliding with the surrounding outer layers of the star and interstellar medium, external shock waves give rise to a longer-lasting
afterglow emission. The afterglow of GRB
130427A—which spanned from radio waves to gamma rays—persisted for weeks.

‘The burst of the century’
“This was the burst of the century!” exclaimed
James A. Wren, an engineer at Los Alamos National
Laboratory and co-author of one of the papers. Indeed,
GRB 130427A (as it is now called) was the most powerful gamma-ray burst and the second-brightest optical
flash measured in 18 years.
The supernova detonated in a tiny, inconspicuous
galaxy with no name some 3.8 billion light-years
away. Partly it was so bright because that point of
origin is actually five times closer to the Milky Way
than typical long-duration gamma-ray bursts moni-

Further reading: Link to the paper “The Bright Optical
flash and Afterglow from the Gamma-Ray Burst GRB
130427A” by Vestrand et al. published in Science is at
http://arxiv.org/abs/1311.5489 . A LANL press release
“Black hole birth caught by cosmic voyeurs,” is at
https://www.lanl.gov/newsroom/news-releases/2013/
November/11.21-black-hole-birth.php .

©Copyright 2014 The Rose City Astronomers. All Rights Reserved.

‘A Rosetta-Stone event’
What made this burst different from most others is
that the sheer power of the explosion so comparatively
nearby allowed astronomers to follow the star’s decline in brightness over many wavelengths for weeks,
giving them a glimpse into details of the explosion’s
physics usually too faint to observe.
“It is the link between the optical phenomenon and
the gamma rays we haven’t seen before,” observed
another Los Alamos co-author Przemek Wozniak.
“This was a Rosetta-Stone event that illuminates so
many things—literally,” affirmed lead author, Los
Alamos astrophysicist W. Thomas Vestrand. “These
are data that astrophysicists will be looking at for a
long time to come.” –Trudy E. Bell, M.A.

The University of California High-Performance AstroComputing Center (UC-HIPACC), based at
the University of California, Santa Cruz, is a consortium of nine University of California campuses and three affiliated Department of Energy laboratories (Lawrence Berkeley Lab, Lawrence Livermore Lab, and Los Alamos National Lab). UC-HiPACC fosters collaborations
among researchers at the various sites by offering travel and other grants, co-sponsoring
conferences, and drawing attention to the world-class resources for computational astronomy
within the University of California system. More information appears at http://hipacc.ucsc.edu
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Space Place partner’s article

February 2014

A Two-Toned Wonder from the Saturnian Outskirts
By Dr. Ethan Siegel
Although Saturn has been known as long as humans have been watching the night sky, it's only since the invention of the telescope
that we've learned about the rings and moons of this giant, gaseous world. You might know that the largest of Saturn's moons is Titan, the second largest moon in the entire Solar System, discovered by Christiaan Huygens in 1655. It was just 16 years later, in
1671, that Giovanni Cassini (for whom the famed division in Saturn's rings—and the NASA mission now in orbit there—is named)
discovered the second of Saturn's moons: Iapetus. Unlike Titan, Iapetus could only be seen when it was on the west side of Saturn,
leading Cassini to correctly conclude that not only was Iapetus tidally locked to Saturn, but that its trailing hemisphere was intrinsically brighter than its darker, leading hemisphere. This has very much been confirmed in modern times!
In fact, the darkness of the leading side is comparable to coal, while the rest of Iapetus is as white as thick sea ice. Iapetus is the most
distant of all of Saturn's large moons, with an average orbital distance of 3.5 million km, but the culprit of the mysterious dark side is
four times as distant: Saturn's remote, captured moon, the dark, heavily cratered Phoebe!
Orbiting Saturn in retrograde, or the opposite direction to Saturn's rotation and most of its other Moons, Phoebe most probably originated in the Kuiper Belt, migrating inwards and eventually succumbing to gravitational capture. Due to its orbit, Phoebe is constantly
bombarded by micrometeoroid-sized (and larger) objects, responsible for not only its dented and cavity-riddled surface, but also for a
huge, diffuse ring of dust grains spanning quadrillions of cubic kilometers! The presence of the "Phoebe Ring" was only discovered
in 2009, by NASA's infrared-sensitive Spitzer Space Telescope. As the Phoebe Ring's dust grains absorb and re-emit solar radiation,
they spiral inwards towards Saturn, where they smash into Iapetus—orbiting in the opposite direction—like bugs on a highway
windshield. Was the dark, leading edge of Iapetus due to it being plastered with material from Phoebe? Did those impacts erode the
bright surface layer away, revealing a darker substrate?
In reality, the dark particles picked up by Iapetus aren't enough to explain the incredible brightness differences alone, but they absorb
and retain just enough extra heat from the Sun during Iapetus' day to sublimate the ice around it, which resolidifies preferentially on
the trailing side, lightening it even further. So it's not just a thin, dark layer from an alien moon that turns Iapetus dark; it's the fact
that surface ice sublimates and can no longer reform atop the leading side that darkens it so severely over time. And that story—only
confirmed by observations in the last few
years—is the reason for
the one-of-a-kind appearance of Saturn's
incredible two-toned
moon, Iapetus!
Learn more about Iapetus here: http://
saturn.jpl.nasa.gov/
science/moons/iapetus.
Kids can learn more
about Saturn’s rings at
NASA’s Space Place:
http://
spaceplace.nasa.gov/
saturn-rings.
Images credit: Saturn &
the Phoebe Ring
(middle) - NASA / JPLCaltech / Keck; Iapetus
(top left) - NASA / JPL /
Space Science Institute /
Cassini Imaging Team;
Phoebe (bottom right) NASA / ESA / JPL /
Space Science Institute /
Cassini Imaging Team.
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February 2014
Feb 01

Saturday

Haggart Public Night

Haggart Observatory

Dusk

Feb 03

Monday

Board Meeting

OMSI Classroom 1

7pm

Feb 07

Friday

Downtowner’s Lunch

Cancelled

Noon

Feb 12

Wednesday

Astro-Imaging SIG

Oak Hills Church,
2800 NW 153rd Ave, Beaverton

7pm

Feb 15

Saturday

Telescope Workshop

Technical Marine Service Building

10am-3pm

Feb 17

Monday

General Meeting

OMSI Auditorium

7:30pm

Feb 18

Wednesday

Cosmology SIG

Firlands Apt Community Room

7pm

Feb 28

Friday

Rooster Rock Star Party

Rooster Rock State Park

Dusk

Feb 28-Mar 02

Fri-Sun

Maupin Star Party

Wapinita Airstrip near Maupin OR

Evening

March 2014
Mar 01

Saturday

Stub Stewart Star Party

Stub Stewart State Park

Dusk

Mar 03

Monday

Board Meeting

OMSI Classroom 1

7pm

Mar 07

Friday

Downtowner’s Lunch

TBD

Noon

Mar 08

Saturday

Haggart Public Night

Haggart Observatory

Dusk

Mar 12

Wednesday

Astro-Imaging SIG

Oak Hills Church,
2800 NW 153rd Ave, Beaverton

7pm

Mar 15

Saturday

Telescope Workshop

Technical Marine Service Building

10am-3pm

Mar 17

Monday

New Members SIG

OMSI Planetarium

6:30pm

Mar 17

Monday

General Meeting

OMSI $XGLWRULXP

7:30pm

Mar 19

Wednesday

Cosmology SIG

)LUODQGV$SW&RPPXQLW\5RRP

7pm

Mar 22

Saturday

OMSI Public Star Party

Rooster Rock and Stub Stewart State Parks

Dusk

Mar 28-Apr 02

Fri-Sun

Maupin Star Party

Wapinita Airstrip near Maupin OR

Evening

Mar 28

Friday

Rooster Rock Star Party

Rooster Rock State Park

Dusk

Mar 29

Saturday

Stub Stewart Star Party

Stub Stewart State Park

Dusk

James Martin
Alan Papesh
Monique Soiseth

Barbara Norin
Michael Smith
Anthony Teso

to all of our new members!

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org

Gary Brockway
Todd Duncan
Vincent Huynh

Rose City Astronomers
Oregon Museum of Science and Industry
1945 SE Water Ave
Portland, OR 97214-3356

Lance Caldwell
Phil Henderson
Sylvan Lovejoy

